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The Sculptor Scott Mccloud
Davina Semo’s brutal abstractions are deeply rooted in the physical. There is an implied violence and danger in the slabs of spray-painted concrete and broken safety glass that make up her sculptures, ...
BEYOND THE WALLS THERE WERE MORE ROOMS, ALL OF THEM EXTRAORDINARY, 2018
sculpture, photography, and installations by emerging, mid-career, and established contemporary artists. Exhibited artists include Susan Goethel Campbell, Mitch Cope, Matthew Hawtin, Scott Hocking, ...
David Klein Gallery
I think that the young Walter Benjamin, the one who wrote so winningly of book collecting and the wonders of children’s books, might well have appreciated what the medium of comics had to offer. And I ...
Hellboy's World: Comics and Monsters on the Margins
When it comes to television, viewers now have more options to choose from than ever before, and design shows are no exception. In a genre that at one time consisted mainly of This Old House on PBS ...
49 Design Shows to Watch Now
When was the last time you danced? Like, really danced—none of that timid head-bobbing or casual side-stepping that people do these days. That shit reeks of non-commitment. I know it can be hard ...
Tree A. Palmedo
Leighanna Scott or Sheila McCloud at 360-456-5221. CPR class: Get certified in first aid, CPR and AED at a training from 5 to 9 p.m. at Mason General Hospital’s Learning Center, 2505 Olympic ...
What’s Happening for Nov. 7
350 Washington St. in New Haven, depicting Coretta Scott King and poet Sun Queen of New Haven ... mixed media, photography, sculpture, video, poetry and performing arts. Hill-Stead will show artworks ...
A month for freedom and reflection: Black art exhibits in Connecticut celebrate Juneteenth
Deaths from both heart disease and diabetes in the U.S. had stark increases as Americans avoided seeking medical attention during pandemic-related lockdowns. Diabetes fatalities rose from 21.6 ...
Diabetes deaths see largest jump in 10 years - and heart disease fatalities also spiked - as patients stayed away from hospitals over COVID fears
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released improper instructions to build COVID-19 tests to labs across the country early in the pandemic, and it may have cost the U.S. a few ...
CDC's first COVID-19 test had incorrect instructions and it hampered initial response to pandemic
I think that the young Walter Benjamin, the one who wrote so winningly of book collecting and the wonders of children’s books, might well have appreciated what the medium of comics had to offer. And I ...
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